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Lieutenant Governor’s Community Spirit Award

The term “Community Spirit,” defined as the ability to collaborate,
cooperate, and mutually sacrifice to achieve a common end, is what
propels societies forward. That is the true meaning of “Community Spirit”
and its ultimate measure is how this energy radiates to enrich and
improve not just an individual community but the larger society to which it
belongs.
Using this definition of Community Spirit, Gabarus is in a class by itself in
Nova Scotia. With a winter population of 60 and a summer population of
about 250, Gabarus has defied the odds by becoming one of the few
communities in Cape Breton to grow. It has done so by successfully
integrating the existing 300 year old fishing community with an eclectic
mix of newcomers including successful business people, electrical and
environmental engineers, scientists, authors, entrepreneurs, nurses,
doctors etc. It is this combination of old and new that gives Gabarus its
palpable energy and confidence.
In terms of reaching out to the broader community Gabarus has
developed a successful and exportable model for gaining public support
for needed construction of an enormous sea wall to protect our harbour
and its precious fishing industry. This task was thought impossible by all
the pundits but they underestimated the national and international
constituency that would be assembled behind this project. This effort
garnered the support of Canadians coast to coast and people from
around the world. The same holds true of our successful efforts to save
our Heritage Lighthouse and move it to safer ground. This effort involved
not just significant fund raising but garnered national and international
press coverage. Again our Lighthouse project produced a model other
communities can replicate.
Gabarus has played a significant role in efforts to develop an
international container hub in Sydney Harbour and has also supported
efforts to have Cape Breton declared a Foreign Trade Zone. Members of
our community contributed to Sydney being made a sister city with the
port city of Dalian in China. This in turn will bring a major trade delegation
to Cape Breton from China this summer where all of Maritime Canada
can promote potential exports. Members of the community play
leadership roles in organizing Remembrance Day Ceremonies in
Sydney. Gabarus is supporting efforts to reopen the Old French Road—
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probably the oldest in Nova Scotia—between Louisbourg and its
traditional markets like Forchu, Gabarus, Grand River, etc. This will
invigorate the economy of Louisburg, increase attendance at the Fortress
and breathe life into the moribund Fleur-de-Lis Trail.
To celebrate its 3Q0Lh anniversary Gabarus has a number of exciting
plans and these involve events that reach all of Cape Breton. Our local
park! playground has been refurbished, the old road to Gull Cove has
been opened and made part of a permanent trail system, a classic car
rally is planned, and a community fish fry will be hosted. Given Gabarus’s
Basque heritage a lecture is planned on the Gabarus brothers who fished
these waters long before John Cabot claimed this territory. The Basque
National Choir have been invited to give a concert in Sydney. Gabarus is
exploring the possibility of hosting a Celtic Colours Educational Event to
include village tours, a guided walk on the renewed Gull Cove Trail and a
social event at the restored community hail, providing refreshments and
an opportunity to meet local crafters. Gabarus is also leading the way in
early efforts to have Gabarus Bay declared a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. The community has a close working relationship with Cape Breton
University (CBU) where students earn credits by assisting with local
preservation efforts.
Gabarus’ Volunteer Fire Department has built a new station and
successfully raised money for additional equipment and training. The
Community’s Saturday Tea, Cookies and Crafts Show and sales has
been a wonderful success in terms of attendance and fund raising for our
fire department. The Fire Department hosts an annual Christmas Party
and Halloween Fireworks display for children from surrounding
communities. The community stages an annual clean-up day every May.
There is an annual fishing derby to raise money for “Christmas Daddy’s”
in Honor of Cyril Hardy. Voter turnout is consistently at or above 90
percent. Finally, Gabarus arts and crafts programs are consistent
favorites throughout the winter months.
Seawall reclamation and repair: The village was increasingly
1.
endangered by ocean activity during storms and high winds. The old seawall
had buckled in several places which was an ongoing process. Activities to
save the seawall included contact with multiple government agencies, the
formation of the Friends of Gabarus [FOG] as a coordinating agency for this
project and others, as well as a website for informational purposes. FOG is
still very active in all community activities and their website includes, and will
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include, links to village activities and calendar. The project was supported
literally from all over the world by former villagers, summer people, the
village population itself, and the seawall has now been encased in
armourstone and the village is protected. One side note about the seawall is
that the publicity engendered was worldwide and attracted the attention of
Mr. Jawad Mir, a fdm maker from Toronto, who is working on a documentary.
He came to Gabarus to film the seawall activities and has been captivated by
the spirit of the community. So far, there is a trailer for “Only 78” and there
are plans to enter the documentary in the Toronto International Film Festival
in 2016. The trailer may be viewed on line at: https://vimeo.com1111547034
[207 words]
2.
300°’ Anniversary: Gabarus Village was founded in 1716 and is
celebrating its 300(h anniversary, which the village population has agreed
will include the first six months of 2017 in order to participate as well in
the 150th Anniversary of Canada. Among specific plans are a mackerel
dinner, an antique car rally, and an auction of antiques and collectibles.
Most activities will take place in the summer when visitors traditionally
come to vacation and visit. The perennial summer activity that will also
focus on the celebration will be our traditional Saturday afternoon Tea,
Cookies, and Craft Sales during July and August. Preparation for the
celebrations include refurbishing of the children’s playground and
equipment by the Parks Department, initiated by a phone call from one of
the villagers who had already repainted some of the equipment herself.
And among the celebratory activities, we will arrange for a special service
at the Zion/Wesley United Church. Many from the village are in its
congregation and when the church was destroyed by fire several years
ago, just about the entire village turned out for a meeting with the
Presbytery officials who were uncertain about rebuilding, but the
enthusiastic support of the village persuaded them to do so. [203 words]
3.
Gabarus Lightkeepers Society [GLS]: The lighthouse at Gabarus
is an historical building, a heritage site, and one of only two hexagonal
lighthouses left in Canada. It is over 125 years old and due to major
erosion of the bluff on which it stands, it was in danger of being lost into
the ocean. The Gabarus lighthouse has been labelled as “surplus” but is
still an active rangelight,used by the fishermen from the village and pilots
flying over the area. A group of villagers formed GLS and is working in
conjunction with Tom Urbaniak, Associate Professor of Political Science
at Cape Breton University. Two groups of 6-8 students over the past
three years have worked and are working with our community on this
endeavor. The students have done enormous amounts of research and
have facilitated the decisions of the group and some are still involved in
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the community even after they have graduated from CBU. The Gabarus
Lighthouse received enough votes to be awarded second prize in the
This Lighthouse Matters Competition. The lighthouse building has been
moved 75 feet away from the old location and plans are underway for a
public park area for visitors, promotional items to sell for fund raising,
informational publications and signage. Plans are also underway to offer
Lighthouse Keeper for a Day certificates, landscaping the area around
the lighthouse to provide seating and picnic areas. [231 words]
Volunteer Fire Department: Gabarus Village has a highly-skilled
4.
and active Volunteer Fire Department. With the help of volunteer
workers from the village and beyond, as well as grants, cash and in-kind
donations, a new wing was added to the building for fire department
activities and garaging of trucks and equipment, and the old wing is also
being refurbished to be used as a Community Center, including hosting
various village activities and meetings, Tea and Cookies, village suppers,
crafts creations, etc. A major plan for the future is to install an extra
generator to run the Community Center side of the building so that in
case of power outages, villagers may come to be warmed, fed, and
possibly housed if need be. Free internet access is included in the
amenities available. In addition, the Fire Department hosts a Santa Claus
parade each year in early December with a volunteer firefighter dressed
as Santa Claus, who arrives on a fire truck with lights and sirens and
parades through the village, arriving back at the Fire Hall where all
attendees, children and grown-ups alike, sit on Santa’s knee and receive
a token gift bag. Children and their parents from the village and from
miles around come for this event, as well as the annual Halloween
fireworks display with hot dogs and other refreshments for all who attend.
Both of these events are free to attend and are made possible by the
donation of foodstuffs, supplies, and physical labor by many of the
villagers. A good example of civilian use of the Fire Hall is an occasion
recently when a question came up about the lighthouse that would affect
the village. A meeting was arranged at the Fire Hall and very well
attended, including Mayor Clarke from Sydney and Alfie MacLeod, MLA.
[299 words]
Community Clean-Up Day: What may seem like an onerous task
5.
turns out to be a great social and practical activity for the village. Again,
many villagers, and even some visitors, arrive at the Fire Hall, receive
bags and supplies, and either assume an area to be responsible for or
are assigned one. The beaches all around the village, the roadside
ditches, the roads, are all patrolled and trash is collected to be left in a
central pick-up location to be taken for disposal. As with most village
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activities, when the work is done, it turns into a social gathering to
celebrate with neighbours and friends and refreshments available at the
Fire Hall. [113 words
6.
Gabarus Cemetery Association: There are two cemeteries in the
village and this is another association in which many villagers participate.
Their activities include repair of fencing, maintenance of landscaping,
repair of gravestones and memorials, and a project planned for this
summer, perhaps with the assistance of students from CBU, is
development of a website where a database for each cemetery will be
available listing all of the names of the deceased, and also an interactive
map so that visitors to the site may locate and view specific graves or
headstones. This is an ambitious activity which the community supports
and, again, is a uniting factor in the community. [109 words]
Women’s Winter Workshop: A Gabarus village activity that has
7.
been going on for over 15 years where women from the village assemble
at the Fire Hall to hook rugs, knit or crochet items (some of which may be
sold at Tea and Cookies), share a meal, crafts tips, and friendship.
Every Tuesday, women will gather for this modern variation on a quilting
bee. It should be noted that while most of the fishing is carried out by the
men of the village and crafting by the women, villagers of all ages and
gender are welcome to participate in all activities and the turnout is
exceptional. [106 words]
8.
Tea and Cookies, and Craft Sales: Another village activity that
has been conducted since the mid 80’s. Every summer, people from the
village and beyond hold a regular Saturday event, serving tea and
cookies and selling crafts. This is not a ladies only activity. Several of the
men in the village participate as well, especially with helping in the
kitchen and presenting crafts for sale. Sales benefit the crafters
themselves, the Fire Hall, and sometimes other designated activities,
such as the Lighthouse or the Cemeteries. [86 words]
Gabarus Harbour: Gabarus Harbour is an active one with
9.
considerable activities in fishing for various kinds of fish, including
scallops, cod, halibut, and haddock; lobster and crab seasons are also
an important component. The Harbour also provides safe shelter for
commercial fishermen from other areas as well as pleasure boats of all
types and sizes. [56 words]
10.
Gull Cove Trail: A current activity as part of the celebration of the
300Lh anniversary is
a project to restore the old road from Gabarus to Gull
Cove, which is now a part of the Nova Scotia Trails system but had fallen
into disrepair. There are many in the village who remember when it was
possible to drive this back road from Gabarus to Gull Cove, and plans
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are underway to refurbish the road for foot traffic, hiking, and camping
out by clearing the trail, building bridges where needed, and generally
setting up an active group to maintain the trail. This is especially
interesting because it is not just a summer activity. The trail, once it is
refurbished, will be used for cross country skHng, snow shoeing, and
winter camping. This is another activity in which one individual has been
particularly active but many in the village have already joined in to start
reconstructing the trail. [156 words]
11. Louisbourg!Gabarus Road: There is an old road that runs from
Gabarus to Louisbourg, much of which is in need of some work, and one
stretch of which needs considerable work. A petition has been started
and has garnered over 1100 signatures so far and Gabarus Village and
Louisbourg will be cooperating to get the road re-opened. The old road
used to be so well-used that we still see people coming into the village
looking for the road and being quite surprised that it had been closed.
This project ties in with another, the declaration of Gabarus Bay as a
UNESCO heritage site, which has the potential for greatly increasing the
number of visitors to both Gabarus and Louisbourg and thereby
emphasizing the importance of reactivating this road. [128 words]
12. Cape Breton University and Gabarus: As mentioned elsewhere,
CBU students have been extremely helpful and generous with their time
to come out to Gabarus and work on various projects. These are, for the
most part, political science students who receive school credit for the
work that they do and who, as with so many others, became captivated
by the energy and interest of the villagers and the many projects
underway. The relationship has been extremely rewarding on both sides
and some of the students continue to stay in touch and visit even though
they have already graduated. [98 words]
13. Summer Beach Party: Plans are also underway as part of the
anniversary celebration to have a summer beach party with a bonfire,
food, and fireworks. Gabarus is a favorite destination for many visitors
who very much enjoy coming down to see the beach, the new seawall,
appreciate the outlook areas overlooking the beach, visit the rescued
lighthouse, and take a refreshing break from their daily routine. This will
be advertised, as will our other activities, in newspapers, free papers,
fliers in stores, radio announcements, etc. All food and labor will be
donated by the villagers themselves. [97 words]
14. Fishing Derby: A charitable event/party held in late winter to
honour the memory of Cyril Hardy and to raise donations for Christmas
Daddies.
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15. Voter Turnout: Gabarus Village consistently has over 90% voter
turnout.
16. Celtic Colours: Among the educational and recreational activities
is a proposed partnership for the first time as a Celtic Colours venue. We
are not at the moment set up for a concert venue, but our plan would be
to host a special Tea and Cookies for Celtic Colours ticket buyers to
come to the village for a day of refreshments, craft sales, as well as trips
to the Lighthouse, along Gull Cove Trail, around the Harbour, a tour of
the cemeteries, and other destinations of interest in the village. This
would be a great opportunity for the village to interact with members of
the general public in a different way and almost everyone in the village
has signed up to participate in some way. [125 words]
17. Gabarus Historical Society: This is a group currently in the
formation stages. The community activities related to the Sea Wall crisis
and the UNESCO World Heritage Site Status have led to the donation of
historical documents by members of the community to the leaders of the
movement to repair the sea wall. This in turn generated an interest in the
formation of the Historical Society which seeks to catalogue and preserve
the material as well as to publicize the important contributions of Gabarus
to Nova Scotia and to Canada. One of our most memorable citizens,
Mildred Reid Grant Gray, recently deceased, spent a year telling her
history to another member of the community, Claire Scheuren. The
book, Bringing Out the Untold Life, Recollections of Mildred Reid Grant
Gray, was published in December 2013. Mrs. Gray was a Morse code
operator and then telephone operator and a leading member of our
village. Research for that book will also be added to the collection of the
Historical Society. [167 words]
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